We calculate the canonical superenergy tensor and the canonical angular supermomentum tensor for homogeneous Gödel universes and show that both of these tensors do not, in general, vanish. We consider both an original dust-filled pressureless acausal Gödel model of 1949 and a scalar-field-filled causal Gödel model of Rebouças and Tiomno. For the acausal model the non-vanishing components of superenergy of matter are different from those of gravitation. The matter superenergy tensor is traceless. The angular supermomentum tensors of matter and gravitation do not vanish either, which, apparently reflects the fact that Gödel universe rotates. However, the axial (totally antisymmetric) and vectorial parts of supermomentum tensors vanish. For the causal model the balance between the scalar field and cosmological constant results in vanishing superenergy and supermomentum of matter.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we calculate the canonical superenergy tensor and the canonical angular supermomentum tensor for homogeneous spacetimes of the form first investigated in general relativity by Gödel in 1949 [1, 2] . An interesting suggestion of primordial origin of galaxies rotation have also been given [3] . The Gödel's solutions attract considerable interest because they describe rotating universes that possess the completely unexpected property of closed timelike curves (CTCs). However, generalized Gödel models which do not contain CTCs have been found in general relativity in the presence of massless scalar fields [4] , and in gravity theories derived from an action containing terms quadratic in the Ricci curvature invariants [5] , in five-dimensional gravity theories [6] , or in string-inspired gravity theories [7] .
We study both acausal and causal Gödel universes and find their superenergetic properties.
II. SUPERENERGY AND SUPERMOMENTUM TENSORS
The canonical superenergy and supermomentum tensors for gravitation and for matter were introduced in series of papers (see [8] [9] [10] [11] and References cited therein). At the beginning, these tensors were introduced for gravitational field because of the lack of the energy-momentum and the angular momentum tensors for gravitational field in general relativity. Then, they were also generalized onto the matter fields.
The canonical superenergy and supermomentum tensors are defined at any point P of spacetime to which we attach the system of normal coordinates NC(P).
The canonical superenergy tensor for the gravitational field, i, j, a, b . . . = 0, 1, 2, 3 reads as [10, 11] 
where
and
is the Bel-Robinson tensor, while
The four-velocity components of an observer O being at rest at the origin P of the normal
The canonical superenergy tensor for a matter field which has an energy-momentum tensor T ik (T ik = T ki ) reads as [10, 11] 
The canonical angular supermomentum tensors for matter and gravitation, respectively, [10, 11] are given by
Both of these tensors are antisymmetric with respect to the first two indices S abc = −S bac .
Supermomentum tensors can be decomposed into their tensor (t), vector (V) and axial (a) (totally antisymmetric) parts as follows
The canonical superenergy tensors have been succesfully applied in general relativity [8] [9] [10] [11] , while the canonical angular supermomentum tensors for Friedmann and Kerr geometries have been calculated in [10, 11] .
III. SUPERENERGETIC QUANTITIES FOR ACAUSAL GÖDEL SPACETIME
The Gödel metric describes a homogeneous spacetime [1] . Its line element in cylindrical coordinates (x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) ≡ (t, r, ψ, z) in an orthonormal frame is given by [4] 
where e 0 = dt + H(r)dψ e 1 = dr e 2 = D(r)dψ
where the radial functions have the form
with Ω constant. In a Gödel universe, the four-velocity of matter is u l = δ l 0 and the rotation vector is V l = Ωδ l 3 while the vorticity scalar is given by ω = Ω/ √ 2. The energy-momentum tensor of matter is given by
There has been extensive discussion of the generality and significance of the presence of CTCs in the Gödel metric in general relativity. For details we refer the reader to [2] .
The only nonvanishing components of the Riemann tensor in an orthonormal frame permitted by the spacetime homogeneity of the Gödel universe are constant, [5] , with 6) and the prime means the derivative with respect to r. The nonzero components of the Ricci tensor and the Ricci scalar read as
In this paper we take the natural orthonormal frame (3.1) for Gödel spacetime as the basic tetrads of the NC(P) (P -variable). In consequence, we have v l = δ l 0 and g ab (P) = η ab .
After simple, but tedious calculations we have found the following nonvanishing components of the canonical superenergy tensor (2.6) for matter fields
It is obvious from (3.8) that the superenergy tensor of matter for Gödel models is traceless.
For the gravitational field, the non-vanishing components of the canonical superenergy tensor (2.1) are
From (3.9) we notice that superenergy density S 00 is positive.
On the other hand, the components of the canonical angular supermomentum tensors for matter fields (2.7) are
while for the gravitational field (2.8) one has
It is easy to notice that axial (totally antisymmetric) parts of both m S abc and g S abc given by equations (3.10) and (3.11) for Gödel model (3.1) vanish, i.e., antisymmetry
This is also the case for the vector part of supermomentum tensor (V ) S abc = 0 so that only pure tensorial part remains non-vanishing (see Eq. (2.9)).
IV. SUPERENERGETIC QUANTITIES FOR CAUSAL GÖDEL SPACETIME
A completely causal Gödel universe with matter source being the scalar field without potential has been found by Rebouças and Tiomno [4] . Its metric can be written in the form The only nonvanishing components of the Riemann tensor for the metric (4.3) in an orthonormal frame are [5] R 0101 = R 0202 = 1 4 8) and the prime means the derivative with respect to r. The nonzero components of the Ricci tensor and the Ricci scalar read as
The scalar field depends only on the coordinate along the axis of rotation, z, i.e.,
where e and φ 0 are constants. The energy-momentum tensor of the scalar field reads as The following relation between parameters Λ, Ω and e has to be fulfilled we expected the appearance of some interesting properties of the calculated superenergetic quantities. On the other hand, because of rotation we expected the appearance of some non-vanishing components of the angular supermomentum tensor. For the acausal model the non-vanishing components of superenergy of matter are different from those of gravitation. The matter superenergy tensor is traceless. The angular supermomentum tensors of matter and gravitation do not vanish either, which, apparently reflects the fact that Gödel universe rotates. It emerges that the supermomentum tensors have vanishing totally antisymmetric (axial) and vectorial parts. For the causal model the balance between the scalar field and cosmological constant results in vanishing superenergy and supermomentum of matter. However, superenergy and supermomentum of gravitation do not vanish. On the other hand, superenergy density for the causal model is negative and its supermomentum is axial-free and vector-free as for the acausal model.
We claim that superenergetic quantities give quite a lot of physical information about the specific properties of Gödel spacetime which make these quantities useful.
